
protecting your holiday home when you're not 
there? Concerned about:

Break-ins and Thefts: Holiday homes 
are often targeted due to their 
seasonal occupancy, making them 

vulnerable to burglaries.

            Vandalism: Unoccupied homes can 
attract unwanted attention, resulting 
in potential damage such as broken 

windows and vandalised walls.

            Environmental Hazards: Being 
away from the home means being   
unaware of fire hazards, water leaks, 

or other environmental concerns that could 
compromise the home's safety.

            Remote Monitoring: Distance from 
the primary residence can make it 
challenging to maintain a close watch 

on the holiday home.
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Serenity and Security 
for Your Holiday 
Homes

M O N I T O R E A L  V I D E O  

S E C U R I T Y  A S S I S TA N T

Do you worry about
Monitoreal can help you with those issues and 
more?

            Detect 20+ Object Types including 
humans, vehicle types, pets, wild 
animals and common accessories 

thanks to Monitoreal's AI technology.

            Get Instant Mobile Alerts showing only 
the detections you care about courtesy 
of customisable settings. Use the MR 

app, Telegram, or other instant messaging.

            Deter Intruders & Avoid Threats 
before they occur by creating tailored 
detection scenarios that trigger actions 

such as tripping alarms and turning on lights.

            Integrate Existing Equipment you 
already own, including security 
cameras, alarms, smart lights, speakers, 

gates, strobes and more.

Enjoy Data Privacy and uninterrupted
service as our system doesn't rely on 

the cloud to process video or alerts. 

            One-Time Purchase pricing model 
allows you to enjoy home protection 
indefinitely and get lifetime software 

updates.

Did you know

Smart Plug

Assistants

Relay Camera

At Monitoreal, your second home is our first priority!
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Peace of Mind, Home or Away
Safeguarding Your Holiday Retreat

PROACTIVE SECURITY IN ACTION

MAXIMIZE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

  Multiple Regions of Interest (ROI): Configure your camera's focus to monitor areas that are most 
important to you, like entrances, driveways, back and side yards or pool areas.

  Time-Sensitive Rules: Apply schedules for each rule or ROI based on occupancy periods, ensuring you 
have the right security measures at the right times.

  Custom Scenarios: Configure alerts for specific situations, such as human presence detection during 
off-seasons to notify and autonomously respond to each situation.

  24/7 Professional Monitoring: Integrate with monitoring centers for continuous professional services, 
offering an additional layer of protection.

Designed and assembled in the EU
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